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Abstract - Cloud computing is a provision of given that 

networked, online, on demand services compensate for each use 

basis. Several issues as scalability, security, performance etc are 

creating hurdles in cloud computing. Load balancing is one of the 

main challenging issues in cloud computing. Load balancing is 

the process of distribution of work-load among different nodes or 

workstation. The idea of weight matching is to progress the 

performance of a cloud environment through an appropriate 

distribution strategy. So demonstrating a new approach of 

advanced ant colony optimization algorithm on simple 

network(file uploading) which can be extended on cloud. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Communication between individuals is essential for the 

efficient function of insect colonies e.g. ants. There is a 

broad range of mechanisms old by ants to communicate as 

well as a variety of reasons for communication. Some of 

these forms of communication engage stroking, breathless, 

antenna arrangements, and streaking of chemicals. 

Chemicals known as pheromones are a major form of 

communication and are known to aid in the foraging ability 

of the colony, and act as an alarm system. More than ten 

glands have been associated with the production of 

chemicals although the endocrine system varies between ant 

species. The pheromones are often mixtures of more than 

one organic compound. It is thought that this mixing allows 

species to identify their own pheromones and for the 

transmission of more complicated messages. When foraging 

for food, worker ants will choose to lay pheromones 

depending on the quality and volume of food found at a 

source. If they do lay a pheromone trail, they adjust the 

quantity based on how profitable the food source is. 

Experiments have shown that the pheromone trail left by a 

single worker will evaporate within a few minutes. 

Therefore, a strong pheromone path is created when a 

profitable food source is found and large amounts of 

pheromones are laid by retuning workers in order to recruit 

more ants from the nest. The evaporation of ant pheromones 

over time. When a specific food source is present in 

unlimited quantities, it would be advantageous for the 

pheromone evaporate very slowly or per-haps not at all. 

However, in a case where the food resource is incomplete, it 

is to the benefit of the settlement for the pheromones to 

disappear over time. This eliminates the opportunity of ants 

following a strong pheromone trail to a food source that has 

already been diminished and thus assassination energy. It 

follows then, so as to in a situation where there is a certain 

probability of food randomly appearing, it could be 

advantageous for the trails to evaporate and the so the colony 

could find the new food sources. 

With a fixed probability of food appearing, it is proposed 

that there is an optimum rate at which the pheromone should 

evaporate allowing the colony to bring the most food back to 

the nest. This work has implications beyond simple foraging 

strategies and sheds light on the optimal flexibility for an 

organism in a constantly changing and unpredictable 

environment. The second project deals with models for 

pheromone tracking. An experiment by Hangartner showed 

that ants track a pheromone trail by detecting varying 

concentrations of the pheromone in chemical form. The 

pheromone laid by the ant is presented by the straight line in 

the diagram. In case a, the ant orients itself by sweeping 

back and forth, measuring the pheromone vapor 

concentration with both antennas, and constantly returning to 

the point of highest vapor concentration. 

Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is an example of how 

inspiration can be drawn from seemingly random, low-level 

behavior to counter problems of great complex-ity. A 

specific focus lies with the collective behavior of ants after 

being confronted with a choice of path when searching for a 

food source. Ants deposit pheromones on the ground having 

selected a path, with the result that fellow ants tend to follow 

the path with a higher pheromone concentration. This form 

of communication allows ants to transport food back to their 

nest in a highly effective manner. The experiments of 
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Deneubourg et al. [4] highlighted this behavior. In previous 

works, the re-searchers have used the concept of ACO to 

build upon a Load balancing solution set within nodes of a 

cloud system. The solution set was continuously updated by 

the ants pheromone trails, which move in iteration in the 

system. In this work the ants uses the basic pheromone 

updating formula and node selection formula of the ACO to 

distribute evenly the work loads of nodes at cloud. For 

capable load opposite of work in cloud, tier wise allocation 

of nodes is also recommended; in this the nodes are 

distributed in three tier structures such that the work is 

properly distributed among the nodes. In this hierarchy the 

1st level (Top-level) nodes are used for the proper 

distribution of work among the nodes of 2nd level. 

Simultaneously the 2nd level distributes the work logically 

among the 3rd level nodes, which in turn-process their part 

of work. Thus, this system ensures the proper distribution of 

load among all levels. The researchers around the globe have 

been working on the concept of load balancing of nodes in a 

networked architecture like a cloud, grid, etc. using the 

principles of Ant Colony Optimization. In one of these 

studies, an algorithm for node balancing suggested that the 

ants procreate at node level while require arises, and 

concurrently. 

This paper will focus on a new Advanced ACO algorithm 

and its structure. The algorithms will be introduced in the 

circumstance of load balancing for file downloading system 

which can be extended to cloud. In Section 3, will have 

conclusion and future work. 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system is a demonstration that can be extended 

to the cloud. In the proposed system we are developing a 

ACO server which handles multiple client request for the file 

and processes client request by using ACO algorithm. The 

scope of the system is limited to a particular type of 

download and that is File Downloading from Virtual Nodes. 

The scope of system is 

 To Implement the system for File Downloading To 

design a FTP Server for Virtual Nodes  

 To Provide File Upload and Download Services using 

File Data Streaming  

 To Provide the feature of Compressing Decompressing 

Using Algorithm  

 To Design a Centralized ANT ACO Server 

Implementation  

 To design Ant pheromone trails Graphical Load 

Analysis Result  

 
Figure 1. Block structure of ACO Server 

In ACO, the nodes of the graph are conceptualized and 

implemented as software agents. For the purpose of this 

work, by software agent we understand a software entity 

that: 

Has its own thread of control and can decide autonomously 

if and when to perform a given action.  

Communicates with other agents by asynchronous 

communication passing. Every manager is referenced using 

its name, also recognized as agent ID.  

The activity carried out by a given agent is represented as a 

set of behaviors. A behavior is defined as a sequence of 

archaic actions. Behavior is executed in similar using 

interleaving of events on the agents thread with the help of a 

non-preemptive scheduler, internal to the agent. Node design 

(see above Figure) must include a behavior for sending and 

receiving ants. Whenever an ant is received, the RECEIVE-

ANT() behavior immediately prepares it and then sends it 

out to a neighbor node following ACO rules. Ants are 

represented as objects with a set of attributes: cost of the 

currently search path (which becomes Lk when the ant 

completes a task), pheromone strength (value of Tki,j), 

returning ag, best task cost (value of the currently best tour 

that known to the ant, based on its search history) and a list 

of node IDs representing the path that the ant followed to 

reach its present position. The record is essential for two 

reasons: 

The ant needs to retrace its steps in order to mark the tour 

with pheromone and We need to avoid loops so only 

unvisited nodes are taken into account as possible next hops.  

Attributes are created when an ant is created and updated 

during the process of ant migration to reflect the current 

knowledge of the ant about the explored environment  
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2.1. Control Flow of System 

 

Figure 2. Flow of request 

In the figure above the request of client file is served by 

ACO server. The flow of activity is as follows: 

1. The client fetches the request for files needed to 

download.  

2. The ACO server Administrator decides the algorithm 

used for processing request. There are two algorithm:  

Simple Load Balancing Algorithm  

This Algorithm fetches the client request as it to the 

virtual terminals. It is in the manner as first come first 

serve. Sometimes the virtual nodes are not utilized 

properly and the time required is more.  

Advanced ACO Algorithm  

This Algorithm fetches the request based on the 

pheromone values and virtual node capacity. The detail 

working of the algorithm is explained in Later section of 

paper  

3. Depending on the virtual terminal selected, the selected 

terminal response to client request.  

4. After completing the client request the virtual terminal 

updates the ACO Server  

5. The ACO server then updates the tables and the graph.  

6. The administrator checks the graph analysis.  

2.2. Advanced ACO Algorithm 

There are three modules of the algorithm. The our as 

follows: 

Finding the overloaded nodes  

1. Input-N(no. of terminals)  

2. Output-Find Overload node  

3. Begin  

4. Initialize pheromone table  

5. for Node 1 To Node N  

6. pheromone(node id, threshold, capacity)  

7. enter node id  

8. calculate capacity  

9. end  

10. if capacity greater than threshold  

11. then  

12. node is overloaded  

13. select node id  

14. end  

15. end  

   

Selection of node from overloaded node  

1. Input nodeid, m(no. of vm)  

2. Output-select vm (vmid)  

3. Migration time = Amount of remaining terminal 

capacity/Number of client request  

4. Begin  

5. Select overload nodeid  

6. for vm1 to m  

7. then  

8. calculate migration time end  

9. select vm = minimum migration time  

10. end  

 

Transferring of client request to node  

1. Input client request id (vmid), underload node 

id(unid)  

2. Output-Request is served  

3. Begin  

4. Select underload node from pheromone ta-ble(unid)  

5. redirect the file request to unid  

6. if (node is balanced)  

7. then  

8. update pheromone table  

9. end  

10. end  

 

2.3. Formula Used 

2.3.1. Selection of a node. The main task of ants in the 

algorithm is to redistribute work among the nodes. The ants 

traverse the network, selecting nodes for their next step 
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through the classical formula given below, where the 

probability Pk of an ant, which is currently on node r 

selecting the neighboring node s for traversal, is: 

 
Figure 3. Formula for selecting a node 

However, with continuously originating ants at an interval of 

t, the overload incurred by network would increase as the 

number of paths followed by the ants would in-crease so 

would the cost for their maintenance and thus the network 

performance would take a beating. There-fore, we would 

keep their numbers in a limit. We can keep their numbers in 

a limit by setting a suicide timer on the ant, which when 

reaches zero the ant will terminate itself. The selection of 

timer value would depend on the size and number of nodes 

in the network. The overload would depend too much on the 

interval t, the smaller the overload larger the overhead and 

vice-versa. However, higher the number of ants more 

frequent would be the data changes and load balancing and 

thus network efficiency. For this reason, if we could limit the 

number of ants in the network for a good trade-off between 

the need to keep collecting fresh data and lessen discrepancy, 

and have to keep away from jamming of the ants as well. 

2.3.2. Pheromone Updation 

The ant will use two types of pheromone for its movement. 

The type of pheromone being updated by the ant would 

signify the type of movements of the ant and would tell 

about the kind of node the ant is searching for. The two types 

of pheromones updated by the ants are as follows: 

Foraging Pheromone(FP) In a typical ACO the ant uses 

foraging pheromones to explore new food sources. In our 

algorithm the ant would lay down foraging pheromone after 

encountering under loaded nodes for searching overloaded 

nodes. Therefore, after an ant comes up to an under loaded 

node it will try to find the next path through foraging 

pheromone. The formula for updating this pheromone would 

be:  

 

Figure 4. Formula of FP  

 

Figure 5. Formula of TP 

3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

3.1. Conclusions 

This is a modified approach of ant colony optimization that 

has been applied from the perspective of network systems 

with the main aim of load balancing of nodes. We have used 

the same concepts of Ant colony optimizations and have 

only modified the concepts where forward and trailing 

pheromones are used according to our convenience. This 

modified algorithm has an edge over the original approach in 

which each ant build their own individual result set and it is 

later on built into a complete solution. 

3.2. Future Works 

Trailing Pheromone(TP)  

In a typical ACO the ant uses trailing pheromone to discover 

its path back to the nest. However, in our algorithm the ants 

would use this to find its path to the under loaded node after 

encountering over-loaded node. Therefore, after an ant 

encounters an overloaded node it will try to trace back the 

under loaded node through the trailing pheromone. The 

formula for updating this pheromone would be:  

The implementation of ACO can done in Heterogeneous 

Network  
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Implementation of ACO in Cloud Network  
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